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The long-term memory store is a place in which information can be kept for 

hours, days, weeks, or years. The long-term store, unlike short-term or 

sensory memory stores has no known capacity limits. Most people can recall 

up to 15, 000 words in their native language, tens of thousands of facts and 

a countless number of personal experiences. People are able to recall items 

for the long-term memory store even if they haven’t recalled them for years, 

for example Bahrick (2000) found that even 50 years after graduation, 

participants could accurately recognize about 90% of their high school 

classmates from yearbook photographs. 

Atkinson & Shiffrin (1968) proposed the Multi-store model of memory. In this 

model they suggest that human memory involves a sequence of three 

stages; sensory memory, short-term memory and long-term memory. This 

model has been criticized for being too linear as it doesn’t accommodate for 

subdivisions of Long-term memory and as I shall discuss, there is significant 

evidence which suggests that long-term memory is supported by a number 

of functionally distinct memory systems. 

The study of patients with neurological disorders lends support to the idea 

that there are distinct systems in long-term memory. Scoville & Milner 

(1957) studied the case of a 27 year old man, known by HM who suffered 

from intractable epilepsy following brain damage, caused by a cycling 

accident at the age of 7. To prevent further spread of epileptic tissue, HM 

had parts of his temporal lobes removed, including the hippocampus and 

some surrounding regions. 
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After the operation, HM was able to converse easily, perform well on 

intelligence tests and use and understand language. The only thing HM could

not do was remember things that that happened after the operation. He 

would often forget that he had just eaten breakfast or fail to recognize the 

nurses who help him on a daily basis. Corkin (1984, 2002) found that HM 

could repeat a telephone number with no difficulty, suggesting that his short-

term memory store was functioning, however after the information had left 

his short-term memory, it was gone forever. 

The study of HM and other patients with similar disorders have shown that 

the hippocampal region of the brain is critical for moving new information 

into the long-term store. When the hippocampal region is damaged, patients 

suffer from anterograde amnesia; the inability to transfer new information 

from the short-term store into the long-term store. Some amnesic patients 

also suffer from retrograde amnesia, which is the inability to retrieve 

information that was acquired before a particular date, usually the date of an

injury or operation. HM has much more anterograde amnesia than 

retrograde amnesia, which suggests that the hippocampal region is not the 

site of long-term memory. 

Research has shown that different aspects of a single memory are stored in 

different places in the cortex. For example our memories of a music concert 

would require the visual cortex to memorize the bands appearance, and the 

auditory cortex to remember the tunes…. 

Although it has been suggested that there are many separate memory stores

in the brain, there needs to be something which gathers these stores 
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together in order for us to have a single, integrated memory. It is believed 

(Insert reference from the red highlight above) that this is the job of the 

hippocampal region. It acts as a kind of “ index” that links together all of 

these otherwise separate bits and pieces so that we remember them as one. 

 Performance tasks of mirror drawings 

It has been suggested that the best place to look for memories is in the 

spaces between neurons. The idea that the connections between neurons 

are strengthened by their communication thus making communication easier

the next time provides the neurological basis for long-term memory. 

Researchers has been attracted to the relatively uncomplicated neurology of 

the tiny sea slug Aplysia which have a simple nervous system of 20, 000 

neurons compared to roughly 100 billion in the human brain. When an 

experimenter stimulates Aplysia’s tail with a mild electric shock, the slug 

immediately withdraws its gill, and if the experimenter does it again a 

moment later, Aplysia withdraws its gill even more quickly. 

Abel et al. (1995) came back an hour later and shocked Aplysia but the 

withdrawal of the gill happened as slowly as it did the first time, as if it 

couldn’t remember what happened over an hour earlier. In other trial, Abel 

et al. shocked the Aplysia over and over again and found that it developed 

an enduring memory which lasted up to 14 days. This suggests that long-

term storage involves the growth of new synaptic connections between 

neurons. 

So learning is based on changes involving the synapses for both short-term 

storage (enhanced neurotransmitter release) and long-term storage (growth 
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of new synapses). Any experience that results in memory produces physical 

changes in the nervous system…. slug 

For more complex mammals a similar process of synaptic strengthening 

happens in the hippocampus which is an area crucial for storing new long-

term memories. Bliss & Lomo (1973) applied a brief electrical stimulus to a 

neural pathway in a rat’s hippocampus. They found that the electrical 

current produced a stronger connection between synapses that lay along the

pathway and that the strengthening lasted for hours or even weeks. They 

called this long term potentiation, more commonly known as LTP (Enchanced

neural processing that results from the strengthening of synaptic 

connections). LTP has a number of properties that indicate to researchers 

that it plays an important role in long term memory storage. It occurs in 

several pathways within the hippocampus; it can be induced rapidly; and it 

can last for a long time. 

Bliss (1999) found that drugs that block LTP can turn rats into rodent 

versions of the patient HM. The rats had great difficulty remembering where 

they’ve been recently and become easily lost in a maze. 
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